
Custom Fit GTO Seat Covers 
Installation Instructions 

 
Step 1: (Driver’s seat) Raise the headrest as far as it will extend. You might want to lower your seat back 
so you have clearance with the top of your vehicle. Insert a large paper clip in the release clip (See Figure 1) 
at the base of the headrest stalk then pull the headrest out. 
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Step 2: Wrap the headrest with the DRIVERS HEADREST (as labeled) cover. (See Figure 2) Pull the cover 
tight and secure with the built-in Velcro. (See Figure 3) Once completed, put the headrest to the side for 
now. 
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Step 3: Slip the DRIVER BACK COVER over the backrest. Slip the lumbar support hole over the knob and 
adjust the cover till straight. Once completed, you will notice some extra material at the front bottom of 
the cover. (See Figure 4) Work the extra material through the seam till it hangs out the back of your seat. 
(See Figure 5) Pull the material tight and Velcro it in place with the back of the cover. (See Figure 6) 
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Step 4: Locate the clips on the DRIVER SEAT BOTTOM and unlatch them (if they came clipped together). 
The end with the shortest strap faces the back of the seat. Fit the cover onto the seat bottom and work 
the short straps through the seam to the rear of the seat. Slide the longer straps underneath the seat to 
the rear. (See Figure 7) Attach the clips to lock in place and then tighten the straps. 
 
Figure 7: 

 
 
Step 5: The plastic trim on the side of your seat will have to be removed. Once removed, you can secure 
the side straps (similar to how the front/rear straps were secured). 
 
Step 6: Reinstall the headrest and your installation will be complete. Sit back and enjoy. 
 
Step 7: Repeat the same procedure for the passenger seat. 
 
If you have any questions, please contact PFYC.com. 


